TCL Corporate Research (Hong Kong) Co., Limited

Engineer Intern - SLAM and Robotics
TCL Research is seeking Engineer Interns to join our SLAM and Robotics project team to work at development SLAM and Robot control system on TCL factories.

Responsibilities:

- Develop proprietary SLAM, navigation, and robot control technology
- Reproduce models of research papers.
- Fill out papers or patents for research output.
- Work with product team on research aspects of product.

Qualifications:

- Major in Computer Science, Robotics, or related field.
- Experience in C++ and Python development
- Familiarity working within a Linux environment
- Preferred experience in ROS
- Preferred: familiar with laser-slam or visual-slam, cartographer, gmapping, hector, orb-slam

Interested parties please send your CV to cecilia.tam@tcl.com